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born lucky?
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THE AIR RAIDERS

How your era defines you
The generation we were born in
shapes us more than we realise.
Hannah Borno finds out why
Photographs by Richard Cannon
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ATIE øđĕ øAøCOPYøEDITOR øISø
ONø HERø TENTHø JOBø ANDø
THIRDø CAREERø !DDICTEDøø
TOøTRAVEL øSCAREDøTOøSETTLE ø
SHEøFEELSøASøIFøHERøLIFEøISø
BUILTøONøSHIFTINGøSANDSøj%VERøSINCEøø
)øWASøYOUNGø)øCANøREMEMBERøFEELINGø
ASøIFø)øWEREøONøTHEøOUTSIDEøLOOKINGøø
INø oø WHENø )ø WASø SMALLER ø ANDø MYøø
PARENTSøWEREøHAVINGøPROBLEMS øANDø
LATERø WHENø )ø TRIEDø TOø êNDø Aø CAREERøø
-YøMUMøWOULDøNAGøMEøTOøGETøAøJOBø
FORøLIFEø3HEøCOULDøNEVERøUNDERSTANDøø
THATøEVENøIFø)øCOULDøGETøONE øITøWASø
SOMETHINGø )ø DIDNkTø WANTø .Oø COM
PANYøISøGOINGøTOøLOOKøAFTERøYOUøANY
WAYø 4HEø ONLYø PERSONø WHOkSø GOINGøø
TOøTAKEøCAREøOFøYOUøISøYOURSELFkø
+ATIEøISøAøTYPICALøMEMBERøOFøTHEø
CYNICAL øADAPTABLEøANDøMARGINALISEDø
GENERATIONø DUBBEDø 'ENERATIONø 8ø
,IFEø COULDNkTø BEø MOREø DIFFERENTøø
FORø+ATIEkSøCOUSINø3OPHIE øĐď øAøSTU
DENTø3OPHIEøLIVESøATøHOME øPREFER
RINGø TOø GOø TOø COLLEGEø NEARBYø SOøø
SHEø CANø CARRYø ONø LIVINGø WITHø HERø
FAMILYø 3HEkSø ACTIVELYø INVOLVEDø INøø
ENVIRONMENTALøCAUSESøoøORGANISINGø

[[2R]] PSYCHOLOGIES

Aø GREENø VOLUNTEERø TASKFORCEø VIAø Aøø
&ACEBOOKø GROUPø ĒĎĎø FRIENDSø ANDø
COUNTING ø3HEøISøAøMEMBERøOFøTHEø
-ILLENNIALøGENERATIONø
!LTHOUGHøWEøINTUITIVELYøSENSEøTHATø
THEREkSø Aø DIFFERENTø PSYCHOLOGYø TOø
EACHøGENERATIONøoøOURøOWNøPERSPEC
TIVEø ISø NEVERø GOINGø TOø BEø THEø SAMEøø
ASøOURøMOTHERkS øORøOURøDAUGHTERkSøoø
WEkVEø NEVERø QUITEø KNOWNø EXACTLYø
HOWø ITø WORKSø ANDø WHYø THISø ISø THEø
CASEø "UTø Aø REVOLUTIONARYø THEORY ø

‘

We tend to have
opposing world
views to previous
generations

‘

DEVELOPEDø BYø SOCIALø HISTORIANSøø
7ILLIAMø 3TRAUSSø ANDø .EILø (OWE ø
SUGGESTSø THATø WHENø WEø AREø BORNø
SHAPESø OURø SENSEø OFø IDENTITYø ANDø
WORLDø VIEWø ASø MUCHø ASø PERSONALø
BACKGROUNDøORøCIRCUMSTANCESø
(OWEøANDø3TRAUSS øCO AUTHORSøOFø
4HEø&OURTHø4URNINGø"ROADWAY øHAVEø

IDENTIFIEDø FOURø GENERATIONø TYPES ø
WHICHøFOLLOWøEACHøOTHERøINøANøEVER
REPEATINGøCYCLEøOFøAPPROXIMATELYøďĎĎø
YEARSø /URø CURRENTø HISTORICALø CYCLEø
BEGANøJUSTøAFTERø7ORLDø7ARø)) øINøďėĒĔø
)TSøARCHETYPESøAREøTHEø!IRø2AIDø'EN
ERATIONø BORNø BETWEENø ďėĐĖø ANDø
ďėĒē øWHOøCAMEøOFøAGEøATøTHEøSTARTøOFø
THISøERA øFOLLOWEDøBYøTHEø"ABYø"OOM
ERSøďėĒĔøTOøďėĔē øTHENø'ENERATIONø8ø
ďėĔĔøTOøďėĖĕ øAND øêNALLY øTHEø-ILLEN
NIALSøďėĖĖøTOøĐĎĎē ø
7EøTENDøTOøHAVEøOPPOSINGøWORLDø
VIEWSøFROMøTHEøGENERATIONøTHATøISøONEø
REMOVEDøFROMøUSøj4HESEøFUNCTIONøASø
OURøSHADOWøGENERATION køSAYSø(OWEø
7HICHøISøWHYø+ATIEøêNDSøHERSELFøSOø
MAGNIêCENTLYøATøODDSøWITHøHERøPAR
ENTS ø WHOø WEREø BORNø INø THEø EARLYø
ďėĒĎSøoøANøOBEDIENTøGENERATIONøWHOø
SAWøITøASøTHEIRøDUTYøTOøHELPøTHEIRøOLD
ERøBROTHERSøANDøSISTERSøBUILDøPOST WARø
"RITAINø+ATIEkSøMOTHERkSøINABILITYøTOø
UNDERSTANDøHERøDAUGHTERkSøAVERSIONø
TOøAøCORPORATEøJOBøISøTYPICALø!IRø2AID
ERSøHAVEøDONEøWELLøFORøTHEMSELVESøBYø
TRUSTINGøTHEøESTABLISHMENTøANDøCAN
NOTø UNDERSTANDø THEIRø CHILDRENkSøø
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What’s your archetype?

Neil Howe describes the four generation types
øCYNICISMø+ATIE øBORNøINøTHEøEARLYø
3EVENTIES øISø'ENERATIONø8øoøINDIVIDU
ALISTICøANDøPOLITICALLYøAPATHETICøWITHø
LITTLEøFAITHøINøjTHEøSYSTEMkø
-EANWHILE ø+ATIEkSøAUNT øBORNøINø
ďėĒė ø ISø Aø TYPICALø "OOMERø )Nø HERø
YOUTHøSHEøWASøKEENøTOøOPPOSEøTHEø
ESTABLISHMENTøASøLOUDLYøASøPOSSIBLEø
!SøAøSTUDENTøINø,ONDONøSHEøQUICKLYø
FOUNDøHERøPOLITICALøVOICEøBYøTAKINGø
PARTøINøTHEøêRSTøEVERøSTUDENTøSIT INø
7HILEø-ILLENNIALS øSUCHøASø+ATIEkSø
COUSINø 3OPHIE ø ANDø "OOMERSø HAVEø
STRONG ø UNSHAKEABLEø IDEALSø oø FORøø
ANDø AGAINSTø THEø ESTABLISHMENTø RE
SPECTIVELYøoø'ENø8 ERSøSUCHøASø+ATIEø
JUSTøWANTøTOøGETøBYøINøLIFEø
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THE AIR RAIDERS
BORN 1928 – 1945

Parenting styles
are influenced
by the era we
are born in
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!SøIMPORTANTøASøTHEøTIMEøWEøCOMEøø
OFøAGEøISøTHEøWAYøTHEøPREVIOUSøGEN
ERATIONøBROUGHTøUSøUPø%ACHøGENERA
TIONkSø VALUESø AREø SHAPEDø BYø THEøø
WAYøITøWASøPARENTED øBUTøPARENTINGø
STYLESø INø TURNø AREø INFLUENCEDø BYøø
OURø TIMEø 'ENERATIONALø THEORYøø
REVEALSø HOWø SOCIETYø REPEATEDLYøø
OSCILLATESøBETWEENøOVER øANDøUNDER ø
PROTECTIONøOFøITSøCHILDRENø
!Sø SOCIETYø WASø REBUILDINGø ITSELFø
AFTERøTHEøWAR øITSøINSTINCTøWASøTOøNUR
TUREøITSøCHILDREN øBUTøASøTIMEøPASSEDø
THEøAGENDAøCHANGEDø&ROMøTHEøLATEø
3IXTIESøTOøTHEøMID %IGHTIES øITøFOCUSEDø
ONø THEø ADULTS ø ANDø CONTEMPORARYø
POLITICSøWASøDOMINATEDøINøTURNøBYø
CIVILøRIGHTS øGAYøRIGHTS øFEMINISMøANDø
NUCLEARøPROLIFERATIONø"UTøASøTHESEøIS
SUESøMOVEDøON øTHEøSHIFTøRETURNEDøTOø
THEøNEEDSøOFøTHEøCHILDø3INCEøTHEø.INE
TIESøWEøHAVEøWORRIEDøMOSTøABOUTø

They grow up as overprotected children
during a crisis, come of age as sensitive
young adults and become indecisive
mid-life leaders before ageing into
empathic elders (the next wave of Air
Raiders are now being born, from 2006
onwards). As young children they are
obedient and diligent. They help build the
new civic order and are risk-averse. They
have high levels of institutional trust and
tie themselves to the system as a ticket
for success. This strategy has served
them well and they have an extraordinary
record of upward economic mobility. In
midlife they start to take more risks and
during the Sixties and Seventies they
spearheaded the divorce revolution.

ADVICE: You will most likely view the
coming crisis as a tragedy, which brings
back anxious childhood memories.
Instead of grieving and being fearful try
to see that this coming crisis is vital. Your
children and grandchildren have different
needs from you, and this crisis will
eventually ensure those needs are met.
TYPICAL AIR RAIDER: A member
of the Young Conservatives and jobs at
the Electricity Board and the bank, John
Major was prime minister for seven years
but regarded as a weak leader. However,
a new side of him was revealed when he
admitted to having an affair with Edwina
Currie during his time at Number 10.
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øøøøøøø--2øVACCINES øCHILDHOODøOBESITYø
AND øMOSTøRECENTLY øCHILDøPROTECTIONøø
4HISøISøWHYø'ENø8 ERS øBORNøWHENø
CHILDRENøWEREøATøTHEIRøLEASTøCOSSETED ø
HADø THEø TOUGHESTø UPBRINGINGSø OFø
ALLø !Sø THEYø WEREø BEINGø BORNø ANDø
GROWINGø UP ø CONTEMPORARYø BLOCK
BUSTERSø INCLUDEDø 2OSEMARYkSø"ABYø
ďėĔĖ ø WHICHø REFLECTEDø THEø MOODøø
OFø THEø TIMEø ANDø PORTRAYEDø CHILD ø
RENø ASø UNWANTED ø POSSESSEDø BYøø
DESTRUCTIVEøANDøDEMONICøFORCESø!øø
DECADEø LATER ø WHENø THEø CHERISHEDøø
-ILLENNIALSø STARTEDø TOø EMERGE ø
SOCIETYkSø SHIFTø BACKø TOø PROTECTINGøø
THEø CHILDø ISø SIMILARLYø REFLECTEDø INøø
THEø CULTUREø &ILMSø SUCHø ASø "ABYøø
"OOMø ďėĖĕ ø ANDø 4HREEø -ENø !NDøø
!ø"ABYøďėĖĕ øCELEBRATEDøPARENTHOODø
ANDøTHEøPOSITIVE øTRANSFORMATIONALøø
EFFECTø CHILDRENø HADø ONø ADULTSøø
(YPER ANXIOUSø j"ABYø /Nø "OARDkøø
SIGNSø WEREø SUDDENLYø ONø EVERYø CAR ø
ANDø CHILDø SAFETYø ANDø PROTECTIONøø
BECAMEøAøSERIOUSøCONCERNøAGAINø

THE BABY BOOMERS
BORN 1946 – 1965

RENEWING SOCIETY

!øKEYøINSIGHTøOFø3TRAUSSøANDø(OWESkø
THEORYøISøTHATøATøTHEøENDøOFøAøWHOLEø
CYCLEøOFøARCHETYPES øTHEREøISøAøNATURALø
PERIODø OF ø TRANSITIONø WHEREøø
THEø WHOLEø CYCLEø BEGINSø AGAINø 7Eøø
AREø NOWø INø Aø TIMEø OFø CHALLENGE ø
DEPRIVATIONø ANDø UPHEAVALø j"UTøø
WEøSHOULDNkTøBEøTOOøNEGATIVEøABOUTøø
THISø PERIODø OFø CRISIS kø SAYSø (OWEøø
j,IKEø WINTER ø ITø SERVESø Aø PURPOSEø
%VERYTHINGø WITHERSø ANDø FALLSø BACKøø
SOø THATø SOMETHINGø NEWø CANø GROWkøø
!Sø CURRENTø SOCIALø INFRASTRUCTURESøø
COLLAPSEøORøCHANGE øNEWøANDøBETTERø
ONESøWILLøBEøBUILT øANDøAFTERøAøJARRINGø
PERIODø OFø READJUSTMENT ø SOCIETYøø
WILLø BEø ULTIMATELYø TRANSFORMEDøø
ANDø RENEWEDø %VERYø GENERATIONøø
HASø Aø PARTø TOø PLAYø INø THISø PROCESSøø
SEEøRIGHT øANDøOVERLEAF 

Growing up as indulged post-crisis
children, they come of age as
narcissistic and outspoken young
crusaders rebelling against the
institutional blueprint of their parents.
The most creative of all the generations,
they are original, idealistic and
values-driven – their voice is loud
and they demand that others respond
to it. However, during this current
crisis, Boomers are not doing well
financially and as their affluence
wanes they turn to spirituality en masse,
ready to take on their next role of
wise elders during the crisis.

ADVICE: Now the ideals and values
you crusaded for in the 1960s and
’70s will finally be manifested in real
institutional change. Know that over
the next 20 years you will be called on
to provide moral guidance, vision and
leadership for the young, who respond
with an eagerness that will delight you.
TYPICAL BABY BOOMER: Tony Blair
was an activist and band member in his
youth and as he enters his autumn years
he appears to be returning to a more
spiritual path, converting to Catholicism
and setting up a faith foundation.
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Millennials grew up loved, protected and regarded
as special (the last cohort was the Victory
generation, born between 1903 and 1927). They are
idealistic, but confident in and very trusting of public
institutions. Ultra-community minded, they are keen
to live at home or near their parents. They come of
age during the crisis and work hard to rebuild a
shattered society. With a collective energy, optimism
and institutional power, they can do things that
other midlife generations cannot. They spend their
midlife in the affluent society they’ve created, but
experience cultural and social turmoil in old age.

GENERATION X

BORN 1966 – 1987

ADVICE: Coming changes are afoot and huge
problems are about to be solved to create a better
world. Know that you’ll be called upon to make
sacrifices and provide labour to build society anew.
TYPICAL MEMBER: Model Lily Cole, born in
1988, is the face of Marks & Spencer, is studying
politics at Cambridge and is already revealing
some eco sensibilities. She recently wrote the
foreword for a new book on green shopping,
‘Green Is The New Black’ (Hodder & Stoughton).
Find out more: Visit Neil Howe’s website
lifecourse.com for more on generational theory.

They grew up underprotected during
a time when the needs of adults,
not children, were paramount. As
children, many felt marginalised
and as alienated young adults they
are initially the most cynical,
individualistic, and splintered culture
of the generations. They are politically
apathetic, distrust the system and
are driven to take personal risk.
As they age they slow down,
becoming protective parents and
are increasingly risk-averse. Resilient,
resourceful and tolerant of uncertainty,
they blossom in a crisis and forge the
communities needed to survive.
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ADVICE: Your generation never
felt useful or crucial but now your
time has come. You will now be at
the forefront of society, the leaders
during this crisis and the generation
that is most energised by it. History
will be revolving around you as
you become the leaders of a society
looking at you to save it.
TYPICAL GENERATION X-ER:
Singer Alanis Morissette started as a
child star but rejected her manufactured
pop look and went on to define female
angst for her generation with her bitter,
angry and cynical lyrics.
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